Abstract—Packet-switched xHaul networks are a scalable solution enabling convergent transport of diverse types of radio data flows, such as fronthaul / midhaul / backhaul (FH / MH / BH) flows, between remote sites and a central site (hub) in 5G radio access networks (RANs). Such networks can be realized using the cost-efficient Ethernet technology, which enhanced with time-sensitive networking (TSN) features allows for prioritized transmission of latency-sensitive fronthaul flows. Provisioning of multiple types of 5G services of different service requirements in a shared network, commonly referred to as network slicing, requires adequate handling of transported data flows in order to satisfy particular service / slice requirements. In this work, we investigate two traffic prioritization policies, namely, flow-aware (FA) and latency-aware (LA), in a packet-switched xHaul network supporting slices of different latency requirements. We evaluate the effectiveness of the policies in a network-planning case study, where virtualized radio processing resources allocated at the processing pool (PP) facilities, for two slices related to enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) services, are subject to optimization. Using numerical experiments, we analyze PP cost savings from applying the LA policy (vs. FA) in various network scenarios. The savings in active PPs reach up to 40% – 60% in ring scenarios and 30% in a mesh network, whereas the gains in overall PP cost are up to 20% for the cost values assumed in the analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The 5th generation mobile networks (5G) enable provisioning of diverse wireless communication services of diversified throughput and latency requirements, such as eMBB, URLLC, and massive machine type communications (mMTC). To facilitate the deployment of these services, the technical specifications of the 5G RAN architecture [1], [2] defined by the 3GPP organization allow for splitting of radio baseband processing functions between separate entities, namely, radio (RU), distributed (DU), and central (CU) unit. The DUs and CUs can be virtualized and executed on general-purpose processors available at processing pool (PP) facilities [3] located at different sites of the network, as shown in Fig. 1.

The IEEE 1914.1 standard [4] defines the next generation fronthaul interface (NGFI) architecture, which assures scalable and flexible connectivity between the RAN elements by means of a packet-switched xHaul transport network. NGFI allows for convergent transport of diverse radio data flows, such as fronthaul (RU-DU), midhaul (DU-CU), and backhaul (CU-5G Core/S5GC) data flows, between the RUs, PPs, and a hub site / data center (DC), in which the traffic is aggregated. The NGFI architecture supports also the realization of multiple types of services with very different bandwidth and latency requirements (such as eMBB, URLLC, mMTC, 4G) in a shared physical network infrastructure, which is commonly referred to as network slicing [5], [6].

The enabling technology for packet-based xHaul networks is the well-known Ethernet, which has been adapted for fronthaul networks in the IEEE standard 802.1CM [7]. The 5G radio data are encapsulated into Ethernet frames (packets) according to the enhanced common public radio interface (eCPRI) protocol [8]. Ethernet allows for statistical multiplexing of multiple xHaul data flows, by these means improving the utilization of link bandwidth. However, the nondeterministic nature of packet transmission requires packet buffering in Ethernet bridges (switches), whenever contention in the access to the output link occurs. The buffering introduces unpredictable latencies, which may affect the quality of service (QoS) of data flows. Therefore, TSN mechanisms enabling prioritized transmission of latency-sensitive fronthaul traffic have been introduced in [7].

Standard IEEE 802.1CM specifies a relatively small number of priority classes. In particular, it discerns three classes of priority, a high priority class associated with the fronthaul traffic of low maximum end-to-end one-way latency requirements (100 µs is assumed), and two lower priority classes for the data flows of much lower latency requirements (at the level of 1 ms and 100 ms). Although this definition suits a single-slice case, where the priority classes might correspond to the FH and MH / BH flows, the efficiency of such approach is not obvious in network slicing scenarios. Namely, specific 5G services, such as eMBB and URLLC [4], may have different fronthaul latency requirements and the assignment of the same priority to the fronthaul flows of both services may have a negative impact on network performance.

In related works, the authors of [9] focused on the design of a fronthaul network based on the IEEE 802.1CM standard assuming a single low-latency profile of fronthaul traffic. In [10], optimal allocation of radio resources for eMBB and URLLC slices was studied, however, without considering the xHaul transport domain. In [11], a slice-aware optimization of the placement of DU and CU processing resources was...
Fig. 1. Network slicing for URLLC and eMBB in a packet xHaul network

Fig. 2. xHaul traffic prioritization policies: (a) flow-aware and (b) latency-aware

Fig. 3. Estimated worst-case latencies of URLLC flows in a fronthaul link aggregating the eMBB and URLLC traffic, in a function of the number of RUs (per slice) for the FA and LA traffic prioritization policies
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addressed, but without accounting for the transport of traffic in a packet-based xHaul network. The authors of [12] presented experimental results obtained in a test-bed of a TSN-aware xHaul transport network supporting eMBB and URLLC slices. In [12], the eMBB traffic was handled as the best-effort traffic without latency guarantees. To our best knowledge, in the literature there is lack of studies evaluating potential performance gains from the differentiation of the fronthaul traffic with low-latency guarantees in packet-switched xHaul network scenarios.

The main goal of this work is to investigate whether, in which cases, and to what extent, it is beneficial to extend the definition of the IEEE 802.1CM standard and consider additional priority classes in network slicing scenarios with diversified fronthaul latency requirements in a packet-switched xHaul network. To this end, we study two traffic prioritization policies: flow-aware, where the whole fronthaul traffic has the same priority, and latency-aware, where the flows of different latency limits have different priorities. The analysis is performed for a slice-aware xHaul network planning case study, which allows us to evaluate the impact of both policies on the network cost related to the required PP processing resources. The main conclusion is that the prioritization of traffic according to latency requirements of networks slices (5G services) allows to better optimize radio processing resources in a packet xHaul network than when a single low-latency fronthaul profile is considered for all slices.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the details of the network, traffic, and latency model as well as the network planning case study considered in this work. In Section III, we describe the traffic prioritization policies. In Section IV, we present and discuss numerical results and, in Section V, we conclude this work.

II. NETWORK SCENARIO

A. Main Assumptions

The network and traffic models are similar as in [13], [14]. The network implements the NGFI architecture [4], where the RUs, PPs, and the hub are connected using a packet-switched xHaul network making use of Ethernet switches [7] for multiplexing and routing of the FH, MH, and BH data flows. Both uplink (RU→PP→hub) and downlink (hub→PP→RU) transmission directions are considered. Also, we assume that clusters of RUs might require joint DU processing, at the same PP node, for multi-cell coordination purposes [15].

We assume that the xHaul network operates in a slice-aware mode [4] and it supports two types of 5G services (slices), namely, eMBB and URLLC. The RUs are associated with particular slices. Following the deployment scenarios specified in [4], the URLLC slice is implemented with a single split between RU and DU/CU, the latter located at a PP, whereas for the eMBB slice we assume a double-split scenario with the DU and CU disaggregated and located, respectively, at a PP and at the hub. In network evaluation, we assume the one-way latency limits equal to 50 µs and 100 µs, respectively, for
the URLLC and eMBB flows in FH [4], and 0.5 ms for MH and BH flows. Also, we consider that bandwidth requirements may differ in both slices (see Sec. IV).

As in [9], radio data are encapsulated [8] and sent periodically (every 66.6 μs) as bursts of Ethernet frames (packets); each frame having a fixed size of 1542 bytes [7]. The data are transmitted with constant bit-rates assuming full utilization of radio resources. The bursts are buffered and transmitted as entire in network switches, and they are selected for transmission based on their priorities, as described in more details in Sec. III.

In estimation of flows latencies, we include both static and dynamic latencies that the bursts of Ethernet frames undergo during their transmission through the network, similarly as in [13], [14]. The static latencies account on propagation during their transmission through the network, similarly as dynamic latencies that the bursts of Ethernet frames undergo details in Sec. III.

In standard IEEE 802.1CM [7], the selection of packets for transmission at switch output ports is realized according to the strict priority algorithm, which makes decisions based on the priority levels of the queued up packets. In particular, higher priority packets are always selected before lower priority packets at given output port, whereas the order of transmission of the packets of same priority is arbitrary. In this work, we assume such a mode of switch operation. Moreover, the switches apply Profile A of operation, defined in Sec. 8.1 in [7], according to which preemption of lower priority frames during their transmission is not allowed.

III. XHAUL TRAFFIC PRIORITIZATION

In standard IEEE 802.1CM [7], the selection of packets for transmission at switch output ports is realized according to the strict priority algorithm, which makes decisions based on the priority levels of the queued up packets. In particular, higher priority packets are always selected before lower priority packets at given output port, whereas the order of transmission of the packets of same priority is arbitrary. In this work, we assume such a mode of switch operation. Moreover, the switches apply Profile A of operation, defined in Sec. 8.1 in [7], according to which preemption of lower priority frames during their transmission is not allowed.

A basic approach to prioritization of Xhaul traffic in switches is to assign priorities to particular types of flows. Such a flow–aware (FA) policy is considered in [7], where the highest priority is assigned to latency-sensitive fronthaul flows (100 μs maximum end-to-end one-way latency is assumed), whereas other types of flows with much lower maximum latency limits (namely, 1 ms and 100 ms) are associated with two lower priority classes. Taking into account that particular 5G services might have diverse fronthaul latency requirements, the FA policy may not be suitable for network slicing scenarios. In particular, we consider to make a distinction between such services and assign priorities in accordance to the latency requirements of particular fronthaul flows, namely, the flows with lower maximum latencies have higher priorities. We refer to it as a latency–aware (LA) policy. Taking the above into consideration, in the network scenario assumed in this work, the relation between priorities of flows is the following:

- FA policy: \( \text{FH}_{\text{URLLC}} = \text{FH}_{\text{eMBB}} > \text{MH} = \text{BH} \).
• LA policy: \( \text{FH}_{\text{URLLC}} > \text{FH}_{\text{eMBB}} > \text{MH} = \text{BH} \).

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the difference between both policies by an example of a packet switch aggregating four flows: \( \text{FH}_{\text{URLLC}} \) with 50 \( \mu \)s max. latency (\( \times 1 \)), \( \text{FH}_{\text{eMBB}} \) with 100 \( \mu \)s max. latency (\( \times 2 \)), and MH with a high latency limit (\( \times 1 \)). If FA is applied, it may happen that the \( \text{FH}_{\text{URLLC}} \) packet is delayed by time \( L_1 \) related to the transmission of both \( \text{FH}_{\text{eMBB}} \) packets and, additionally, of the MH packet, which might be in-transmission at the moment of the arrival of the FH packets. In case of LA, the \( \text{FH}_{\text{URLLC}} \) packet has the highest priority and, at the worst case, it has to wait for time \( L_2 < L_1 \) until the transmission of the longest packet of a lower priority is accomplished.

In Fig. 3, we show maximum buffering latencies estimated for URLLC flows in a 100 Gbps uplink link aggregating FH traffic from the eMBB and URLLC RUs, in a function of the number of RUs (the same in both slices), assuming the traffic and latency models described in Sec. II, and the FH flow bitrate shown in Table I. We can see that the LA policy allows to serve the URLLC slice consisting of up to 12 RUs with flow latency guarantees below a 50 \( \mu \)s limit, whereas FA is able to support 6 RUs at most.

In the next Section, we analyze potential performance gains from using LA in network scenarios.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The flow-aware (FA) and latency-aware (LA) traffic prioritization policies are evaluated in a ring network topology (RING-N) and a 20-node mesh network (MESH-20), both shown in Fig. 4. RING-N consists of \( N \) switching nodes, where we assume \( N \in \{6,8,10\} \) in accordance to [4]. Rings are common in access / aggregation networks [4], [17], whereas MESH-20 was studied in [18]. A given number of RUs (denoted by \( R \)) are connected (randomly) to the switches, where \( \alpha \) percent of RUs belongs to the URLLC slice and the rest to eMBB. The clusters of RUs consist of the RUs belonging to the same slice and linked with the same switch. A PP node, which can be activated and used for DU&CU (in URLLC) and DU (in eMBB) processing, is connected to each switch. The PP activation and processing costs are uniformly distributed, respectively, between 50–100 and 5–10 of cost units. The lengths of links (in km) are random within the following limits: [0.2 ... 0.5] for RU and PP connections, [1 ... 3] between switches, and [4 ... 6] for the hub. The link capacities are 25 Gbit/s for RUs, 100 Gbit/s between switches, and 400 Gbit/s for PP and hub connections. The generate paths, we used Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm.

The assumed reference bit-rates of xHaul data flows, shown in Table I, have been estimated using the model presented in [19] for a radio system of 4 antennas with MIMO and 100 MHz channels, and assuming the functional split Option 7.2 for RU–DU and Option 2 for DU–CU [1]. We consider different xHaul bit-rates for eMBB and URLLC slices. In particular, parameter \( \gamma \) represents the relative difference between the eMBB and URLLC bit-rates, and the reference values in Table I are multiplied by \( \sqrt{\gamma} \) and \( \sqrt{\gamma}^{-1} \) for eMBB and URLLC, respectively. Note that the xHaul bit-rates of both services are the same for \( \gamma = 1 \). As mentioned in Section II, 50 \( \mu \)s and 100 \( \mu \)s limits are assumed, respectively, for URLLC and eMBB fronthaul flows.

Regarding performance metrics, our main focus is on the overall PP cost (\( \Delta_{\text{cost}} \)) and the number of active PPs (\( \Delta_{\text{PP}} \)) obtained for both traffic prioritization policies in optimized networks. Also, we present the relative difference in performance (denoted as \( \Delta_{\text{cost}} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{PP}} \), respectively) between the policies. The results were obtained using the CPLEX MIP solver v.12.9 [20] on a 3.7 GHz 32-core Threadripper-class machine with 128 GB RAM. We report that MIP solutions were optimal and the computations did not exceed 140 and 480 seconds in the most demanding scenario in RING-N and MESH-20, respectively.

In Fig. 5, we analyze the impact of the eMBB to URLLC bit-rate ratio (\( \gamma \)) on the performance metrics considered in the RING-8 network with \( R = 60 \) RUs and assuming \( \alpha = 50\% \), i.e., the same number of RUs in the eMBB and URLLC slices. We can see that the FA policy results in a very high number of active PPs (\( \Delta_{\text{PP}} \geq 7 \) in left chart), which means that either all or almost all PPs (8 are available in total) have to be used to support the RUs of both network slices. This is caused by large buffering delays of the whole FH traffic, without distinction on particular services, which leads to the placement of DU/CU entities of URLLC at the PPs located close to the RUs due to the low-latency requirements in the URLLC slice. The LA policy, which assigns the highest priority to the URLLC fronthaul flows, results in lower buffering latencies of the URLLC FH packets. This enables the placement of DU/CUs for the URLLC slice at more distant PP locations which, consequently, decreases the number of active PPs. In Fig. 5, such an effect is visible for \( \gamma \geq 2 \) (i.e., for the eMBB xHaul bit-rate exceeding twice the URLLC bit-rate) and it increases with \( \gamma \) up to \( \gamma = 8 \) for which the relative difference in \( \Delta_{\text{PP}} \) between LA and FA reaches \( \Delta_{\text{PP}} = 60\% \). For \( \gamma \geq 9 \), the amount of eMBB traffic is \( \sqrt{\gamma} = 3 \) times the initial reference value (corresponding to \( \gamma = 1 \)) and it is so high that the
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Fig. 4. Network topologies: RING-N and MESH-20

<table>
<thead>
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<td></td>
<td>6.076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
activation of additional PPs is needed. The lower number of active PPs leads also to lower overall PP costs \( (z_{\text{cost}}) \), as shown in the right chart of Fig. 5, with the relative difference between both policies \( (\Delta_{\text{cost}}) \) reaching up to \( 15\% - 20\% \) for \( 5 \leq \gamma \leq 9 \).

In Fig. 6, we evaluate the impact of the size of the URLLC slice \( (\alpha) \) on the performance of network RING-8 with \( R = 60 \) assuming \( \gamma = 3 \). We can see that the FA and LA policies offer the same performance for \( \alpha = 0\% \) and \( \alpha = 100\% \). It is obvious since in both cases only one type of slice exists in the network, respectively, either eMBB or URLLC, and there is no gain from assigning a higher priority to the low-latency URLLC flows. However, if both services are present, performance gains in terms of both \( z_{\text{PP}} \) and \( z_{\text{cost}} \) can be observed when using the LA policy. In particular, the relative differences between LA and FA reach up to \( \Delta_{\text{PP}} = 40\% \) and \( \Delta_{\text{cost}} \approx 10\% - 15\% \) for scenarios with \( 20\% \leq \alpha \leq 50\% \) of RUs belonging to the URLLC slice. For higher values of \( \alpha \), the amount of eMBB RUs and the volume of eMBB traffic decreases. As a result, the differences in performance diminish since the URLLC slice does not benefit from a higher priority of its flows.

In Fig. 7, we study the impact of network size on the performance of FA and LA. Namely, we consider network RING-N with different number of switching nodes \( (N) \) and RUs \( (R) \), assuming \( \alpha = 50\% \) and \( \gamma = 3 \). In general, the higher number of RUs, the larger number of active PPs \( (z_{\text{PP}}) \) and higher PP cost \( (z_{\text{cost}}) \) can be observed. For \( R \geq 80 \) in MESH-6 and \( R \geq 100 \) in MESH-8, the networks are “saturated” with xHaul traffic and all PPs have to be used, which does not provide any significant gain from using the LA policy in these scenarios. However, for lower numbers of RUs, the differences between both policies appear and performance
gains on the level of 25%–50% for $\Delta_{PP}$ and 16%–22% for $\Delta_{PP}$, depending on particular network scenario, are achieved.

Finally, in Fig. 8, we present performance results in larger network MESH-20 with different number of RUs ($R$) and for different eMBB to URLLC bit-rate ratio values ($\gamma$), assuming the same size of both network slices ($\alpha = 50\%$). We can see that the highest differences in the FA and LA performance are achieved in a medium-size network (for $R = 80$), and they reach $\Delta_{PP} \approx 30\%$ and $\Delta_{\text{out}} \approx 20\%$. In all cases, some gains in the use of PPs ($z_{PP}$) are observed for the LA policy, usually on the level of 1–2 PPs saved. Also, similarly as in Fig. 5, the relative differences in performance increase up to some level, and afterwards tend to decrease with $\gamma$.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have focused on optimization of packet-switched 5G xHaul networks supporting convergent transport of the traffic flows related to network slices of different fronthaul latency requirements (e.g., such as eMBB and URLLC). To this end, we have analyzed the impact on network performance of different xHaul traffic prioritization policies applied in packet switches, namely, flow-aware and latency-aware, in the xHaul network planning case study. By means of extensive numerical experiments in different network scenarios, we have shown that latency-aware prioritization of packets brings significant savings in terms of the number of active PP sites and the overall PP cost compared to the flow-aware approach. The gains depend highly on the xHaul bit-rate ratio of the services with different latency tolerance, the size of the lower-latency network slice (URLLC) with respect to the higher-latency slice (eMBB), as well as the network size. In particular, the savings in active PPs may reach up to 40%–60% in ring scenarios and 30% in a mesh network, whereas the overall PP cost has been decreased by up to 20% for the cost values assumed in the analysis. In future work, we plan to focus on protection mechanisms in packet-switched xHaul networks.
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